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A direct comparison between continuous and discrete forms of control is 
investigated theoretically and numerically. Specifically we investigate energy-
optimal control of switching of a periodically driven class B laser from stable to 
unstable pulsing regimes. 
 
The dynamical control of nonlinear systems has been discussed intensively during 
recent years1. One aspect, how to control switching between the different regimes of 
multistable systems, is of special interest in view of possible applications. The main problem 
relates to the efficiency of switching between the stable and unstable states. In recent laser 
experiments 2,3, attention was concentrated on minimization of the duration of the transient 
processes. However, minimization of the energy of switching should also be considered. 
Control can be realized in either continuous or discrete time, with corresponding control 
schemes analyzed in terms of either continuous flows or maps. 
In this presentation we consider theoretically and numerically a direct comparison 
between the continuous and discrete forms of control. The investigation is performed within 
the framework of theory developed in our earlier publications 4,5 and applied to the problem 
of energy-optimal migration between the stable and unstable states of a chaotic system. 
Specifically, we investigate the energy-optimal control of switching in a periodically-driven 
class-B laser between its stable and unstable pulsing regimes. 
Our analysis is based on single-mode rate equations 
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where u and y are proportional to the density of radiation and carrier inversion respectively, v 
is the ratio of the photon damping rate in the cavity to the rate of carrier inversion relaxation, 
cavity loss is normalized to unity, and the pumping rate Q is driven, Q= q + k cos(ωt)+ f(t), 
with k and ω being the amplitude and the frequency of external periodic modulation, f(t) is the 
control force. For class-B lasers regimes of the spiking type are observed under deep 
modulation of the pumping rate. Their dynamics is determined by the two-dimensional 
Poincare map 
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that we derived from Eqs.(1) following the asymptotic method6. Here the variables ci, ϕi 
correspond to the inversion of population y(ti) and to the phase of modulation ωti mod 2π at 
the moments ti of pulse onset, and the function T(ci, ϕi) gives the time interval between 
neighbouring pulses.  
The fixed points of the map determine the spiking solutions of a period multiple to the 
period of driving, Tn=nTM , n=1,2,... They are born through the saddle-node bifurcation at the 
threshold level of modulation 12/))(1(1 22 nsn nTqqk −+= ω , and the stable cycles 
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undergo a period-doubling bifurcation if the modulation level exceeds ( ) ( )[ ]22 12/21)1(/1 npd qnTqk πωω +−+= . In this way we determine analytically the 
regions where generalized multistability is realized as the coexistence of a number of cycles 
and approximate the location of saddles and stable cycles in the phase space. 
We concentrate on the problem of controlled migration between the stable and saddle 
cycles related to the saddle-node bifurcation and which are of the same amplitude and period. 
Two forms of the control force f(t) are considered: one is continuous in time and the other is a 
sequence of discrete impulses f(t)= Σi fiδ(t-ti) at moments of system's crossing Poincare 
section, i.e. at the moment of laser spikes. The following energy-optimal control problem is 
considered: How can the system (1) with unconstrained control function f(t) be steered 
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is minimized? Here t1 is unspecified and F is the set of control functions. Following the 
Pontryagin theory of optimal control7 we reduce the energy-minimal migration task to 



















where ,ln),1(,,, 112/1 uxyztv =−==Ω== −−− εεωετε  and it is assumed that the optimal 
control function f(t) at each instant takes those values f(t)=p2 that maximize Hc over F. The 



















































































The solutions of (4) and (5) are found using a method based on the analogy between the 
Hamiltonian theory of optimal control and the Hamiltonian theory of large fluctuations5,6. In 
this approach, the optimal force is identified with the optimal fluctuational force. It is 
determined by substituting for the control function f(t) a random force and collecting those 
realizations of the random force that switch the laser between its stable and unstable pulsating 
regimes. The ensemble-averaged realizations of the random force approximate closely the 
solution of the optimal control problem5,6.  
For the discrete control scheme, the optimization problem was addressed by solving a 
boundary value problem for (5). An example of the numerical results are shown in the Fig. 1 
where the realization of the coordinate x(t) corresponds to the switching of minimal energy 
between stable limit cycle C3 and the unstable limit cycle S3. Using prehistory analysis, two 
escape paths were found for transition C2 → S2 with practically equal probability (55% and 
45%), hence, two control forces were determined and shown in the table (in the last two 
columns of the second line). It can be seen that the continuous force is significantly more 
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efficient energetically. Experiments show that by increasing the duration τ of the impulses of 
discrete force, the energy required for control can be substantially reduced.  
 
Fig. 1. Time realizations of coordinate x(t) (a) and impulse control force f(t) (b) are shown during 
migration from C3 to S3. Stable cycle C3 is marked by ''x'', saddle cycle S3 by ''o''. The control force is 
based on the map force determined by prehistory fluctuation approach. 
Moreover it was found that there is an optimal value of the duration where energy takes a 
minimum. The energy values for optimized impulse duration are shown in Table 1. As can be 
seen, the energy can be decreased by several orders through optimization of the impulse 
duration, but it still exceeds the optimal energy of the continuous force. 
 Jc JHd JPd Jdopt 
C3 - S3 0.00028 26.76 16.55 0.55 
C2 - S2 0.0015 88.26 73.3/80.3 1.935/2.147 
Table. 1. The energy of the control function: Jc corresponds to the continuous force, JHd is the 
discrete force determined by solving the boundary problem, JPd is the discrete force 
determined by prehistory approach, Jdopt is the discrete force with optimizations of impulse 
duration for the force determined by prehistory approach. The energy is shown for two 
transitions C3 → S3 and C2 → S2. 
Summarizing, we have obtained the protocols of energy-minimal migration from stable 
to saddle cycles differing from each other by only their phase relative to the modulation 
signal. Within the framework of the method proposed, switching between stable cycles with 
different periods and amplitudes can be also considered for an amplitude coding scheme, as 
well as for a combination of phase and amplitude coding. 
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